ABOUT DEVBAGH
Devbagh is one of the most beautiful natural sites off Karwar
on the west coast of India. It is an expansive beach with tall
casuarina trees on one side and a patch of mangroves on the
other, making it a very unique destination. In fact, the churning
seas, blue skies and the evergreen forests of the Western Ghats
had provided a spectacular enough backdrop to inspire Nobel
Laureate Rabindranath Tagore to pen his very first play ‘Prakitir
Pratishodh’ one moonlit night after a boat ride to the beach.
The Devbagh Beach Resort is a haven for the quintessential
beach lover where you can be one with the elements - sun, sand,
surf, sea and endless open space. The nearby fishing village is
a delight, with its fisherfolk coming in with their harvest from the
sea to the honking of the majestic White-bellied Sea Eagles and
the crashing waves on the rocky promontory of the Sadashivgad fort.
So come, relax at Devbagh, take aleisurely stroll on the beach,
go birdwatching or just wander about and look for crabs on the
beach!
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COASTAL CRABS
Crabs are a very important and easily noticeable component of
the coastal and mangrove ecosystem. They have adapted to the
tidal actions and also the varying salinity that is so typical of delta
areas. They are considered to be the most predominant species
particularly in mangrove forests. This also could be because
many crabs use mangroves for their very survival. They feed on
the leaf litter and other organic matter, thus playing an important
role in the recycling of nutrients.
Their behaviour of digging into the sand helps better aeration
of the soil. Crabs of the coasts and mangroves use an array
of specific habitats. Some use the spaces between prop roots
of mangrove trees;some use the rocky shores; some use mud
banks and mud flats and some others, the intertidal zone.
Some others use the habitat created by streams and channels
that make their way to the sea while still some others, the zone
between the low and high tides.
When we see crabs trying to run away from our path, often the
child in us comes to the fore and we run about chasing them!
Visitors to Devbagh, Karwar are often taken by surprise by the
agility and beauty of these magnificent creatures. The moment
you arrive at the jetty, you will meet the shy Sally cousins large crabs with red legs - moving about on the rocks. At the
property, you can also see fiddler crabs, ghost crabs and many
more interesting species.
Sea eagles, kites, waders, etc. among birds, and small mammals
like mongooses and shrews have crabs as part of their diet.
All of these co-exist in the coastal habitat making for interesting
action and observations to look forward to. Unfortunately,

a variety of human activities threatens the survival of the coasts
and associated habitats on which these crabs are dependant.
So, while we let our curiosity and the child in us take over, let us
also be cautious, responsible and sensitivex about what we do
when on the beach. Let us enjoy the beach waiting patiently for the
crabsat their burrows, watch them at work, and in the process
learn more about them.

This compilation would not have been possible without the
unflinching support of Ms. Pradnya Bandekar who readily agreed
to help in the identification of the crabs from the photographs.
The following documentation is an effort to showcase some of the
stunning crabs of Devbagh, Karwar.

Family Grapsidae
Sally-light-foot-Crab

Grapsus albolineatus

This crab is best seen on a rocky beach. The red legs of the crab,
along with the patterned carapace and colourful pincers are quite
attractive. When they sense disturbance, these crabs tend to go
under the rocks and boulders. They are known to occur all the
way from the east coast of Africa to Australia. In India, they can
be seen along the east and west coast and on the Andaman and
Nicobar Islands.

Family Grapsidae
Purple Crab

Metapograpsus latifrons

The Purple Crab is not a particularly large species. Individuals
can be seen on rocky shores and also near the roots of mangroves
during low tide. These crabs are known to be nocturnal, hiding in
holes and crevices during the day. The carapace has yellowish
markings; the purple colour of the pincers is very noticeable.
Though their main food seems to be algae which they scrape
from the rocks with their pincers, they will scavenge on any
edible matter that they chance upon.

Family Grapsidae
Shore Crab

Metapograpsus messor

The Shore Crab is small with a squarish appearance. Its
carapace is dark with golden coloured markings. It lives among
mangroves and on rocky shores as well amidst under rotting
wood. It is known to be quite capable of climbing trees.

Family Grapsidae

Sesarma quadratum

This little crab is very colourful. The orange on the front of the
carapace and the pincers, stand out on an otherwise dark purple
coloured crab. Pale coloured eyes add character and colour
to this species. It is known to be common among the roots of
mangroves during low tide.

Family Grapsidae

Sesarma sp.

This black, gold and orange crab Sesarma sp.is small too. It is
best to look for these crabs amid the roots of mangroves during
low tide. This crab shares its habitat with Sesarma quadratum.

Family Grapsidae

Sesarma sp.

Like the previous two species, this Sesarmid is also small –
about an inch across. However, the colouration helps the crab
blend beautifully with the background.

Family Matutidae
Moon Crab

Matuta lunaris

The Moon Crab is often seen in sandy areas. During the day, these
crabs burrow just below the surface. They come out at night and
forage for small creatures and organic matter. Their paddle-like
legs are used for swimming and digging. These crabs spend the
day buried in sand. Their spade-like appendages are used to dig
into the sand and for swimming!
When these crabs come out to forage in the night, they are known
to feed on small creatures – be it worms, clams, and other small
animals – that they can overpower. They also seem to have a special
taste for dead fish!
Adult females have been found to be capable of producing more
than one batch of eggs from a single mating with each batch containing
about 65,000 eggs!
Moon Crabs have a very wide distribution. They are known to occur
all the way from the Red Sea, through much of Asia to Australia
where they are common in the Great Barrier Reef.

Family Ocypodidae
Soldier Crab

Dotilla myctiroides

Watching Soldier Crabs can be a very interesting experience!
During low tide they come out in large numbers and set about
feeding. This is also the time when there is plenty of interaction.
Frequent altercations between individuals can also be witnessed.
All in all, the Soldier Crabs make good subjects to sit back and
watch while on the beach. Very noticeable are the really long
pincers. Even as they come out of their burrows, they start shovelling
sand into their mouth rapidly with their pincers, leaving behind
little sand pellets. In this process, they feed on tiny creatures or
the organic matter that gets washed ashore due to the action of
the waves and tides.

Family Ocypodidae
Horn-eyed Ghost Crab

Ocypode ceratopthalmus

Ocypode ceratophthalmus is known by popular names like

Ghost Crab and Horn-eyed Ghost Crab. A close look at the crab’s
eyes will tell you how the second name might have come about.
Another quick glance and you will notice how the pincers of these
crabs are unequal.Walk on the beach during the night and you
will see several of these crabs going about their normal activity.
You will see them run at breakneck speeds when you shine a
torch and walk close to them. These large crabs live in deep burrows to
escape from predators.These Ghost Crabs are known to change
colour. They change their colour from dark to light during the
nigh and light to dark during the day. They can be yellow or
shades of brown or grey. Their young are translucent and their
colours match the sandy substrate camouflaging them in their
habitat. They have a very wide geographical distribution – East
Africa to Australia.

Family Ocypodidae
Smooth-handed Ghost Crab

Ocypode cordimanus

Like the Horn-eyed Ghost Crab, this species also enjoys a wide
distribution. Both these species can be seen occurring alongside
each other on the beaches between sunset and sunrise. This
species is told apart easily by the absence of the ‘horns’ on the
eyes.They occur in the inter-tidal zone, where, when disturbed
they run into their deep burrows. Sometimes, they run into the
surf only to disappear temporarily into the incoming wave!

Family Ocypodidae
Porcelain Fiddler

Uca annulipes

Fiddler Crabs are known for the pronounced inequality of their
pincers, particularly in the male of the species. These are also
often brightly coloured too. The manner in which the males wave
theirpincers is a sight to behold! The Porcelain Fiddlers that
are seen in our waters are no exception. These are relatively
small sized crabs. They come out and feed in the vicinity of their
burrows during low tide. They quickly duck into their burrows
when disturbed.

Family Ocypodidae
Orange Fiddler Crab

Uca vocans

This is the other fiddler crab that can be seen at Devbagh, Karwar.
This small crab is a uniform grey colour on the back. It has a
large yellow pincer covered with warts. A wide gap between the
two arms of the pincers is also characteristic. The eyes borne on
long stalks are grey with a black tip. Like the Porcelain Fiddler
this species also enjoys a wide distribution.

Family Portunidae
Crucifix Crab

Charybdis cruciata

Charybdis cruciatais also known as C. feriata. Like other crabs

discussed above, this is also found from the east coast of Africa all
the way upto Australia. In India itself, it is found on both the east
and the west coasts and Andaman and Nicobar Islands. These
swimming crabs are prettily marked. They can be seen inhabiting
rocky areas as well as sandy and muddy areas.

Family Portunidae
Mud Crab

Scylla serrata

These are often referred to as Mud Crabs. The colour of these
crabs is very variable. However, the individuals with a greenish
or brownish shell with some yellow are most frequently met with.
Naturally, they occur from South Africa to Australia. They have
been introduced in Florida and Hawaii. These are large crabs
and quite vicious. They would raise their arms and snap the pincers
when I approached close to take pictures.These mud crabs
spend time in the mangrove zone, venturing away from water at
times. They live in burrows in muddy banks, creeks and puddles
in the mangrove zone.

Family Portunidae
Blue Swimmer Crab

Portunus pelagicus

These are large crabs. The attractive colour and pattern earns
them names like Blue Crab and Flower Crab. They are known
to come out to during high tide to feed.Their flattened legs help
them swim very well. These crabs cannot stay out of water for
long.As it is often caught in the nets, it can be seen easily near
the fishing village.

Family Portunidae
3-spot Swimming Crab

Portunus sanguinolentus

Owing to the three characteristic red-coloured spots on its
carapace, this crab is also variedly known as the Blood-spotted
and Red-spotted Swimming Crab. This species enjoys a very
wide distribution. This large sized crab is essentially a carnivore.
It is known to occur in deep waters and clean habitats, coming to
the surface at night. This too is best seen at the fishing village.

Family Portunidae
Crenate Swimming Crab

Thalamita crenata

The colour of these crabs is very variable. However, the individuals
with a greenish or brownish shell with some yellow are most
frequently met with. Though most members of this group are active
during the night, they also do venture out during the day; this is
particularly true of this species. These crabs also enjoy a wide
distribution – from Madagasar to Hawaii where they inhabit mudflats,
sandy beaches and mangroves. As in the Mud Crab of the same
family, the Crenate Swimming Crab also has its last pair of legs
flattened into a paddle using which it can swim. It is also similar
to the Mud Crab in being aggressive and will not hesitate to use
its claws in self-defence.

Family Xanthidae
Red Reef Crab

Atergatis subdentatus

The Red Reef Crab Atergatis subdentatushas a squat appearance.
The uniform reddish brown colour and robust pincers can help
in identifying these crabs. Around Karwar, these crabs can
be seen on rocky beaches. As a species it is distributed from
Lakshadweep Islands and Gulf of Mannar to Singapore, Japan
and Taiwan.

Some Guidelines to make your holiday safe and enjoyable
•

Observe and obey safety rules during the activities – while on
a walk on the beach or through the mangrove or while on a
boat ride to spot dolphins.

•

Co-operate with the naturalist / guide / camp staff in the conduct
of activities safely.

•

Do not touch or pick up any creature live or dead on the
beach.

•

Wear life-jacket while on boat or during any water-sports.

•

Get into the water only after informing the staff / under the
vigilance of the lifeguard.

•

Listen to the sounds of nature (including the sounds of the
waves and birds)

•

Observe and appreciate little wonders including insects,
birds, crabs, etc…

•

Please maintain silence and enjoy the serenity of the place.

•

Do not litter – be it in on the camp or during any other activity.

•

Kindly switch-off all electrical appliances and taps when not
in the room.

•

Respect all life forms and practice non-intrusive photography.

NOTES
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